NAME:

Personality Preferences Survey
Circle your answer in column #1 or #2 after the teacher has read the question.

I: First Set
Questions

#1

#2

1. Are you usually...

The first to talk to
others

Wait to be talked to?

2. Among your friends are you...

Full of news about
others

Last to hear what’s going
on

Many different friends

A few good friends

4. In a large group, do you...

Introduce yourself,
others

Get introduced

5. In a large group, do you...

Join in and talk

Listen and
stand back

Talk to almost anyone
as long as you have to

Find a lot to say to
certain people (not to
everyone you meet)

Right away

Only after they really get
to know you

#1

#2

Loud

Quiet

Talkative

Reserved

Lively

Calm

3. Do you have...

6. Do you...

7. Can the new people you meet
tell what you are interested in...
Which word fits you better

II: Second Set
Questions

#1

#2

1. If you were a teacher, would you
rather teach...

Facts - like math or
science

Opinions - like art or
literature

2. When doing something that many
other people do, would you rather

Do it like everyone else

Invent your own way of
doing it

People who are
realistic

People who are
imaginative

Like movies that say
exactly what they mean

Enjoy creative ways of
seeing things

A practical person

An out-of-the-box thinker

#1

#2

Facts

Ideas

Matter-of-fact

Imaginative

Make

Create

3. Do you usually get along better
with...

4. In watching movies for fun, do you

5. Would you rather be called...
Which word fits you better

III: Third Set
Questions
1. Do you more often let...

2. Do you usually...

3. Which do you think is more
important

4. Is it a higher compliment to be
called
Which word fits you better

#1

#2

Your head rule

Your heart rule

Like logic more than
feelings

Like feelings more than logic

The rule

The person

A reasonable person

A person of real feelings

#1

#2

Facts

Emotions

Firm

Gentle

Thinking

Feeling

IV: Fourth Set
Questions

#1

#2

1. When you go somewhere for the
day, would you rather

Just go!

Plan what you will do &
when

2. When you work on a project, do
you like to

Find out what is needed
as you go

Organize it carefully
before you start

3. Does the idea of making a list of
what you should get done over the
weekend

Stress you out!

Help you!

4. Are you more successful...

Dealing with the
unexpected

Following a carefully
worked out plan

5. A schedule is...

Something you don’t like

Something you like

6. Do you like to...

Be free to do whatever
looks fun when the time
comes

Arrange picnics,
playdates well in
advance

#1

#2

Unplanned

Scheduled

Laid-back

Structured

Unplanned

Planned

Which word fits you better

For Teachers Only
#1

E

I

#2

S

N

#3

T
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P

J

